Your Questions Answered

Things you Requested….
✔ United Nations

✔ Domino Theory

✔ Law of the Sea

✔ Colonial Powers

Feng Shui

✔ Ozone Depletion

✔ Cape Cod

✔ Superimposed Boundaries

✔ Blockbusting and Racial Steering ✔ Persecution/Open Conflict
✔ 4 Asian Tigers
✔ Exclusive Economic Zone

✔ Scale of Inquiry
✔ Contemporary Manufacturing

Nature and Perspectives

Scale of Inquiry
Defining the geographic focus helps you
define the scale (global, regional, local) of
your inquiry (information you are
looking for), and helps you define the
extent a.k.a. scale (a city, a country, a
continent, the globe) of your inquiry.

What scale is used in the map to the
right?
What does it show you?
What DOESN’T it show you?

Political Organization of Space

United Nations
-supranational
organization

-an organization
of independent
states formed in
1945 to promote
international
peace and
security

Supranationalism
-rend toward creation of associations of three or more
states developed for mutual benefit and to achieve
shared objectives.
-All countries are members of at least one
supranational organization: the United Nations, but
many countries are members of multiple
organizations.
-Some supranational organizations are governmental,
involving economic and political alliances; others are
nongovernmental, typically working toward
humanitarian or environmental objectives.

United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
Law of the Sea: Law establishing states rights and
responsibilities concerning the ownership and use of
the earth's seas and oceans and their resources.
UNCLOS (United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea):
A code of maritime law approved by the United
Nations in 1982 that authorizes, among other
provisions, territorial waters extending 12 nautical
miles (22km) from shore and 200-nautical-mile-wide
(370-km-wide) exclusive economic zones.

Exclusive Economic Zone
definition : As established in the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, a
zone of exploitation extending 200 nautical
miles (370km) seaward from a coastal state
that has exclusive mineral and fishing rights
over it.

China controversy-reclaiming law of the
sea?: https://www.lawfareblog.com/chinareclaiming-law-sea

Domino Theory
Domino theory

Domino Theory

the political theory that if one nation comes under

The domino theory was a foreign policy theory during

Communist control then neighboring nations will also

the 1950s to 1980s, promoted at times by the

come under Communist control

government of the United States, that speculated that
if one land in a region came under the influence of

Connections:

communism, then the surrounding countries would

Heartland Theory

follow in a domino effect. The domino effect suggests

Rimland Theory

that some change, small in itself, will cause a similar
change nearby, which then will cause another similar
change, and so on in linear sequence, by analogy to a
falling row of dominoes standing on end.

Heartland/Rimland

The Rimland's defining chara

intermediate region, lying between

marginal sea powers. As the buffer z
powers and sea powers, it must defend

Heartland Theory
The Heartland lay at the centre of the world island,
Mackinder's Heartland was the area ruled by the
Russian Empire and then by the Soviet Union, minus
the area around Vladivostok. Any power which
controlled the World-Island would control well over
50% of the world's resources. The Heartland's size and
central position made it the key to controlling the
World-Island.

and therein lies its fundamental security
Rimland has great importance coming

weight, natural resources, and in

Spykman sees this importance as the re

will be crucial to containing th

Mackinder had believed that the Out

would be the most important fac

Types of Boundaries-Superimposed
Superimposed boundaries: drawn randomly
The colonial expansion of European states in the
17th, 18th and 19th centuries led to the
creation of many international boundaries that
endure to this day, despite the fact that they
were often drawn arbitrarily (Superimposed
boundaries). As recently as the late 19th
century, European powers delineated
boundaries on the map of Africa without
surveys on the ground and without regard to
the economy or culture of African people. Until
the second half of the twentieth century,
international boundaries were subject to
change arising from diplomatic agreements and
military conflict.

Persecution/Open Conflict-REFUGEES
In recent years, the number of refugees has been increasing. However, most refugees come from just a few
countries.
A.
B.
A.
B.

Define refugee
Political, Social and Environmental reasons why refugees flee their country of origin

Persecution/Open
Conflict-REFUGEES
In recent years, the number of refugees has
been increasing. However, most refugees come
from just a few countries.
C. Refugees by country

Persecution/Open
Conflict-REFUGEES
In recent years, the number of refugees has been increasing. However, most refugees come from just a few
countries.
D. Economic impacts on the receiving country

Colonial Powers
Colonialism: An attempt by one country to establish
settlements and to impose its political, economical,
and cultural principles in another territory
Colony: A territory that is legally tied to a sovereign
state rather than being independent (e.g. British Virgin
Islands to Great Britain)
Neo-Colonialism: The continued economic

Connect: to World Systems
Theory;
core/periphery/semiperiphery, levels of
development

dependence of new states on their former colonial
masters

Development

4 Asian Tigers
A term used to describe highly free-market and
developed economies of Hong Kong, Singapore, South
Korea, and Taiwan.

Each has different strength: South Korea (largest),
Taiwan (moving towards high tech), Singapore
(Center for information and technology), Hong
Kong(Break of Bulk Point); because of their
booming economies.

The four Asian tigers consistently maintained
high levels of economic growth since the 1960s,
fueled by exports and rapid industrialization,
which enabled these economies to join the ranks
of the world's richest nations. Hong Kong and
Singapore are among the biggest financial centers
worldwide, while South Korea and Taiwan are
important hubs of global manufacturing in
automobile/electronic components and
information technology, respectively.

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BT6dyzoOs-Q 4 Asian
Tigers and BRIC(S): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7KEYy6UZ5-U
All four Asian Tigers have a highly educated and skilled workforce and have
specialized in areas where they had a competitive advantage. For example, Hong
Kong and Singapore became world leading international financial centers, while
South Korea and Taiwan became world leaders in information technology
The four original tigers experienced decades of supercharged growth based
largely on market liberalizations and a dramatic increase in exports, much of this
incited by the United States during the Cold War. Afraid the world would succumb
to communism, the U.S. bolstered relations with many nations offering financial
assistance, investing in their economies, installing and removing leaders, and
providing a large foreign market for their goods. As a result the Western world
seemed to take notice of Asia for the first time and began seeing it as a viable
market. Foreign investment skyrocketed and these states went from undeveloped
to successfully developed countries in almost no time.

Ozone Depletion
Ozone Depletion
The breakdown of the ozone layer caused by
chlorofluorocarbon.
Connections:
Global warming; unbalanced use and access to
resources-too much energy being used by those in
MDCS, how to grow sustainably in the future

Contemporary Manufacturing
Think of Weber: transportation costs, location of
raw materials, location of market
ARE THEY AS IMPORTANT AS THEY USED
TO BE?

Connections: outsourcing, new international
division of labor, transnational corporations, justin-time-production

Cities and Urban Land Use

Blockbusting and Racial Steering
Blockbusting:
a process by which real estate agents convince
white property owners to sell their houses at low
prices because of fear that black families will soon
move into the neighborhood

Racial Steering:
refers to the practice in which real estate brokers
guide prospective home buyers towards or away
from certain neighborhoods based on their race

Connections: ghettoization

This presentation will give you more details: http:
//slideplayer.com/slide/9413308/
This one, too: http://slideplayer.com/slide/9114027/

See this cheat sheet for more: http://hubbardaphug.
weebly.
com/uploads/5/3/6/2/5362655/residential_segregatio
n.pdf

Cultural Geography

Housing Types-Cape Cod
This question referred to a style of
housing. You may see a question on it. If
you would like more information, open
the following pdf.

http://uhshumangeo.weebly.
com/uploads/2/7/6/6/27667919/princeton_
review_cultural_geography.pdf

Feng Shui
Rules in Chinese philosophy that govern spatial
arrangement and orientation in relation to patterns
of yin and yang and the flow of energy (qi)

STUDY YOUR RELIGIONS NOTES!

